Join our Team!
Julienne Fine Foods and Celebrations is growing,
and we invite you to be a part of our team.

Basic Considerations Before you Apply

Julienne holds a special place in the hearts of many. We seek individuals from all backgrounds to
contribute to this wonderful and vibrant sense of “community”.
•

Quality control, gracious, and welcoming hospitality are always at the forefront of the
Julienne experience!

•

Our schedule is re-evaluated in 3-month increments, however, we do require full engagement
from October-December (our busiest holiday season)

•

We are a 7-day a week operation.

•

All new hires must be fully vaccinated (including booster) and present a valid COVID-19
Vaccination Record Card and a current Food Handler’s Certificate on the first day of work.

Julienne customers are very generous when they receive excellent food and service. Tips are
shared among all hourly employees, and on average ranges from $3-5/hour for those who are eligible
which is determined by a proficiency test.

Customer Service /Deli Counter/Barista/Phone Orders

10-25    | $15-$18/ + 
Heavy interaction and helpful engagement with customers, many of whom are regulars. Prepare
and serve food, beverages, wine in the Espresso Bar. Package and sell foods and merchandise in the
Gourmet Market. Fulfill same-day phone/email orders. Structured training is provided to achieve the
skills and knowledge needed to maintain high customer service standards. Julienne is a happy and
beautiful place that really shines when customers and employees positively connect.

Baker

10-25    | $16-$18/ + 
We are a scratch bakery and take great pride in our daily cookies, bars, morning bake, cakes,
individual pastries, and our signature bread. Must be focused and precise with measurements and
ingredients to meet the high-volume production demands. Quality control, accuracy, inventory
management of ingredients are key elements in the position.

Dishwasher and/or Day Porter

10-25    | $15-$16/ + 
Maintain Health Department standards in washing/sanitizing pots and pans for the Kitchen and
Pastry Teams. Maintains physical appearance and cleanliness of entire property. Assist Kitchen and
Pastry Teams with daily deliveries and some basic prep work. Must be physically capable of lifting and
carrying up to 50 pounds.

Should any position seem to be a good fit,

please send your resume and cover letter to Director of Operations, Stephanie@Julienne.us
Thank you! We look forward to hearing from you.
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